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Remote Control Systems
You will be able to see yet another world’s first new product that will revolutionize a
totally new concept in Lighting and Electrical Appliance Control !
Appliance Innovation Pte Ltd, a Singapore R&D Manufacturer, is launching a complete range
of this new revolutionary product,

The RCS Multi-Function All-in-One Lighting Remote Control Systems
in the HANNOVER MESSE '97 at HALL 8 EG booth A09. There are 8 RCS product lines over 60
models available for Home, Office, Hotel and Intelligent Building to control Lighting,
Air-conditional, Heater, Audio/Video Systems (TV/VCR/CD etc.), Security and Alarm Systems
and other Electrical Appliances such as Fan, Water Heater, Motorised Curtain, Home
Theatre Screen, overhead projector, Autogate etc.
The RCS is a Modular and Wireless Control Systems, It delivers “complete” and All-in-One
control to All Electrical Appliances especially for Light, Fan, Air-con, TV/VCR/CD/Hi-Fi
etc. The RCS is a Multi-Purpose, Multi-Function and Multi-Channel systems. It allows six
types of control, namely,
1. Remote Control
4. Manual Control

2. Timer Control
5. Telephone Control

3. Alarm Control
6. Computer Control

The basic RCS system consist of a credit card size Programmable Controller with LCD
Display and built-in alarm clock together with one or more wall switch replaceable Remote
Wall Switch or Dimmer to control 5 Home or Office electrical gadgets including 16 to 85
combinations of lighting, dimmer, fan and water heater circuit.
The RCS system is suitable for all types of people from small, young to old or handicap
in-door or out-door. It is not restricted to control only ON or OFF of the existing
electrical appliances. It is capable to dim the light, control the fan speed, control the
volume and channel or even the color of the Audio/Video equipment just to mention a few.
For extended usage, the RCS system can be expanded with a 4-Channel Interactive Voice
Telephone Interface module which enables the user to use any type of telephone or
handphone at anywhere using security code as password to control the assigned electrical
appliance. For security and surveillance monitoring and control, the system can be
interfaced to a 8-channel PC Interface for centralised control and real-time monitoring.
The main advantage of the RCS is low cost and the ease for installation as the Remote
Wall Switch can directly replace the existing light switch without messy re-wiring. It
renders all other existing bulky remote controls for TV/VCR/CD/Hi-Fi and Air-con
redundant by integrating them into just ONE credit card size Personal Remote Control in
your pocket to control all your home and office electrical appliances and lighting. Also
worth mentioning is that it is user programmable, so that the user can customise their
own control configuration for personal use or restrictive use for children, hand-free
control if you are not around or too tired to bother or re-arrange all the lighting
configuration at any time you want without getting an electrician to do the re-wiring.
Other benefits and handy features is that, you do not need to change the remote control
battery very often for it should last you for 2 to 3 years. It is a clock with alarm
control too, so the RCS can wake you up in the morning. Finally, No maintenance is
required and its minimum life span is 27 years (can a TV last that long ?).
A Revolutionary Bed-Side Master Controller with Clock specially designed for the Hotel
industry with the aim to replace the conventional bed-side panel in the hotel room to
control lighting, air-con, TV, VCR, radio and curtain is also available.
The RCS product is designed for the Home, Office, Hotel and Intelligent Building for
Automation,
Security
and
Information
Technology.
Its
fundamental
aim
is
to
revolutionising the classical manual light switch and the hotel room bed-side panel, a
step forward from our continuing human effort for a better and modern life-style.
Would you want to buy a TV without remote control ? If the answer is "NO", then you need
the next generation of Lighting and Appliances Control -- The RCS Remote Control Systems.
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